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Go back with me to the turn of the century and listen for a moment to a soliloquy by an oldster of that day. "We are in 1903 and I am 70 years old. I always thought I should love to grow old. It is so delicious to be done with things, and to feel no need any longer to concern myself much about earthly affairs." Little did the speaker realize that she was seeing the beginning of a great age in America, a period of discovery and development without parallel in history, a time in which the older generation played so large a part in making it a golden age.
We are now enjoying an era of great prosperity and the future holds great promise for our young people. But what about our older genllration? The face of America is changing. Because of the lengthening of the life span, we are rapidly becoming a nation of older people.
Does the world pay tribute to age? I think it does. Let me quote from Longfellow:
Chaucer at Woodstock with the nightingales, At sixty wrote the Canterbury Tales. Goethe at Weimar toiling to the last Completed Faust when eighty years were past. For age is opportunity no less Than youth itself, though in another dress.
Middle age and declining years have their compensations. They mean maturity-a coming home to what one really is. The character of one's life is generally fixed by that time and life's last business is begun in earnest. Anne Morrow Lindberg puts it beautifully, "Perhaps one can at last in middle age be completely one's self. Some people get older in 16 a listless calm, somewhere offshore, never quite reaching the treasure island of maturity."
The present generation is desperately in need of the wisdom of the aged. Modern living is fought with, wrestled with, run away from, instead of plunged into and accepted. Herein lies the challenge to the older generation. Acceptance is associated with gentleness of age, with freedom from aloneness and neuroses , and with freedom from fear of death.
What is wisdom? What is this aging process which is as important to human beings as it is to wine? It is the relentless impact of experience which to one extent or another makes wise men of us all. It is the end result of living. It is our only admission to the greatest amphitheater of life. Everything else is but the standing in line and the waiting. The younger man who appreciates age is likely to be successful in his own old age.
The world is full of examples of people who have become successful not in spite of but because of their age. Winston Churchill, when almost 70, came out of retirement to lead England through her darkest period since Hastings. In middle age, Albert Schweitzer turned his back on a life of ease and affluence to build a hospital in Africa where he now practices medicine at the young age of S1. Mrs. Anna Mary Robertson, better known as Grandma Moses, on her ninety-sixth birthday announced that she keeps out of trouble by working on her current 25 oil paintings. Those who heard So-year-old Robert Frost, America's foremost contemporary poet, on television several months ago must have been impressed with the vigor of his mind. In all fields, intellectual, political, cultural, and scientific, are many examples of young-old people who are making great contributions to our civilization.
Following the black days of October '29, the older person became the forgotten man. With the social revolution of the '30's and the impetus provided by the Townsend Plan, attention was given to this enlarging group. Social security and old-age pension became a reality providing a measure of security. In this day of a fixed retirement age, a big problem is how to adjust this large group to their leisure time. The possession of adequate income during retirement does not itself solve the problem and may be a distinct disadvantage because of continuing responsibilities. Thoreau said "A man is rich in proportion to what he is able to do without." Abraham Lincoln said "Wealth is simply a superfluity of what we don't need."
To quote from the end of the soliloquy quoted in the first paragraph: "I always thought I should love to grow old, to be done with things. No need to concern myself with earthly things. I seem on the verge of a delightful journey to a place of unknown joys and pleasures. Things here seem of so little importance. They have lost most of their interest for me. The world seems to be only a passage way to the real life beyond. One hurries through to get to the place beyond. I am content to wait quietly and happily the opening of the door at the end of that passageway mat will let me into my real abiding place. So you may think of me as happy and contented, surrounded with unnumbered blessings and delighted to be 70 years old."
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